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Side tables.
The series Cove also includes an armchair, modular platforms, poufs and a sun bed.

Structure: aluminum, plastic spacers.
Structure upholstery: fixed and available in the fabrics Rope M, Aquatech, Brio, Thea or Wara.
Top:
- Luce
- Glaze.

The Luce tops are made and finished by hand with exclusive colours by Nicolò Morales.

Notes:
The tops in Luce are made by hand with natural materials, which react unpredictably to crafts production processes. Their surface can feature
thickness differences, little marks, small holes less or more deep, striping, little variations of colour tone and solidity. These characteristics are
linked to the very nature of the materials and are considered qualities able to make each top in Luce unique and different from any other.

The Glaze tops are obtained by manually glazing molded porcelain stoneware elements. The possible slight differences in colour and 
appearance between one surface and another are unpredictable and are the value and the distinctive feature of a completely hand-crafted 
workmanship.

This product can be used also in interior environments.

We advise to use a Winter Set protection cover.
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